WealthWorks Report 2017

WealthWorks Executive Summary
Sprout MN, central Minnesota’s regional food hub, was formally established in 2012, and
coordinates a farm to school program, as well as regional food distribution and processing
facility, called the Sprout Growers and Makers Marketplace.
This report serves as an evaluation of Sprout MN’s impact on the region since inception.
The WealthWorks model of building value chains in the eight forms of Wealth (Financial,
Intellectual, Individual, Built, Environmental, Political, Social and Cultural) was used as a
tool in the creation of this report.
Summary of Sprout’s Impact on regional forms of Wealth:

1 BUILT

Processing facility, Marketplace addition, building utilization,
and the mobile market [page 5]

2 FINANCIAL

Microlending program, job retention and creation, food hub
and vendor sales, grants and loans [page 11]

3 INTELLECTUAL

New partners, networks engaged, and technical assistance
through workshops and trainings [page 14]

4 INDIVIDUAL

Nutrition education and demonstrations, number of meals,
community supported agriculture program, Choose Health
program [page 16]

5 NATURAL

Farmland preserved, high tunnel expansion [page 18]

6 POLITICAL

Engagement of low income minorities in decision making
processes, multi-language applications at MDA [page 19]

7 SOCIAL

New markets, reinvestment in local foods [page 21]

8 CULTURAL

Culturally diverse interactions and engagement, placemaking
investment, storytelling [page 23]
Link to internet for additional information.

This report demonstrates Sprout MN’s regional impact and staying power as an important and impactful
economic engine.
The creation of this report was funded through a grant awarded to the Region Five Development Commission
by ArtPlace America’s National Creative Placemaking Fund.
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Processing Facility – A processing facility and Sprout
Marketplace was added to the physical capital of the
Region in 2016 and became fully operational in 2017.
This building/space supports the local food value chain,
and has given the opportunity to conduct business in
a space that would have otherwise been unavailable.
This space is also in a rural region where there is no
duplicative shared kitchen and/or value added processing
space available. Sprout Food Hub aggregation is done at
the same facility that houses the Processing Kitchen and
Sprout Marketplace, where indoor markets, fundraising
events, classes, and workshops take place. Aggregation
is necessary to distribute commodities to institutional
buyers and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
members, both of whom impact volume of sales.
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• IMPACT: 24,680 sq. ft. of processing space (7,130 sq.
ft. for the Food Hub aggregation and 17,550 at the
Sprout Marketplace) was added to the five-county
region as a result of this project.
––Measure tool: Space was tracked via lease 			
agreement.
––Measure tool: Utilization is tracked via online
tracking
––Multiple users include value added food
entrepreneurs, chefs, University of MN Extension
SNAP-ed educators, and hospital community
outreach programs.
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Sprout Marketplace attendance – The winter

transitioned to electronic door counters. The
measure is conservatively low giving a large margin
for manual record collection method.

monthly Sprout Marketplace measures over the course
of 2016 and 2017. Wealth is created by fully functioning
infrastructure; this measure articulates the function of
the built capital, social capital and cultural capital.

– As we measure door counts, we are observationally
measuring social and cultural capital by the ripple
effect of return consumers and engagement in
cultural activities (social and cultural capital).
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– Measure tool: Microsoft Excel workbook updated
monthly. Attendance recorded at the Sprout
Marketplace began manually and eventually

Jun - 17

• IMPACT: Number of people attended- 2,958

Grower

INCOMES
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>10%
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Processing Facility Rentals – The MDA inspected

Frequency of Kitchen Rental
by Renter

processing kitchens offer a location for growers to create
value added agricultural products available for sale
during the winter when fresh commodities are not an
option in cold climate zones such as Minnesota.
• IMPACT: From 2016-2017, the Sprout kitchens have
had 100 rentals from 28 unique Renters. 2016 had 22
rental instances (80 hours) and 2017 had 78 rental
instances (254 hours), marking a 255% increase in
kitchen rental instances and 217.5% increase in hourly
usage. What’s more is that 43% of Renters utilized the
kitchen more than once in the two-year span, with an
average frequency of 4.1 rental instances per renter.
Moreover, users are moving beyond Minnesota’s
Cottage Food Law and have increased sales by
utilization of a licensed facility to increase revenue
beyond Direct to Consumer, navigating licensing
regulations and processing to serve the Wholesale
market. This is a new market, otherwise ineligible to
this region’s residents without investing in their own
licensed kitchen infrastructure. The shared risk and
responsibility of this kitchen creates opportunities
for food entrepreneurs to engage and learn from one
another - social and intellectual capital. The kitchen
also extends the stock of inventory Sprout’s food hub
aggregation and distribution arm moves throughout
the region, regardless of season, due to value-added
production.
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–– Measure tool: QuickBooks accounts receivable and
contact management software updated weekly
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Gross Vegetable Sales Dollars
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*There was a dip in sales in 2015 and 2016 were due to construction of the facility build out.

Trends

Crowdfunding – R5DC has launched a new regional
social crowdfund initiative in 2018 and will report on
dollars secured through 2019 following that calendar
year. The goal for the Sprout 2018 Social Crowdfunding
Campaign is $50,000.00.

Access to capital continues to be a struggle for small
businesses. Offering crowdfunding programs, as well as
microloans provides business owners more flexibility and
option for access.

Evaluation of trends
led to lessons learned
• In 2018 Region Five Development Commission (R5DC)
started a Social Crowdfunding program and one of the
first three campaigns offered will be for Sprout’s Mobile
Market.
• Microlending from partners like R5DC expanded grower
and artist access to capital and the program is expected
to continue.
• Continue to advance economic impact and ripple effect
knowledge, education and marketing to increase,
enhance, advise, and propel market sales for growers
and makers.
Diversifying Sprout’s financial portfolio and incorporating
the multiple forms of wealth was a strategy that was
essential to the successes to date. Asking “who else
cares” opened up more funding options and brought in
partners that many not have been thought of without
modeling the WealthWorks capitals.
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Trends

Evaluation of trends
led to lessons learned

As the work of the food hub advances in the region
with non-English speaking growers, Sprout has strived
to hire translators to convert its applications and event
posters into multiple languages, beginning with Spanish.
Sprout has also hired translators to be available during
Marketplace events in order for community guest
chefs to speak their primary language. As a result of
its statewide engagement in agricultural programs,
R5DC was able to move the dial within state programs
to accept applications in a language other than
English. Additionally, the region has seen an advance
in multilingual signage available through numerous
business partners.

Language barriers within pockets of the community have
been a challenge. Publicizing this work has lent itself to
community members offering their services in order to
participate.
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